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Drawing on five generations of family tradition as stonemasons in his native Scotland, Ian Cramb
created this masterful work to pass on his knowledge and experience to craftsmen who wish to
learn the ancient, but still necessary, principles of the stonemason's art. Since original
publication by Betterway Books in 1992, this book has established itself as an essential learning
tool for masons doing new construction and also those engaged in restoration of historic stone
structures.Beginning with a detailed discussion of building with "random rubble", which is the
name for the early Celtic art of building with irregular stones bedded on mortar, the author
proceeds to more complex projects such as fireplaces, stairs, arches, bridges and more. There
is extensive treatment of various restoration techniques involved with historic structures both in
the US and Britain, some as old as 1000 years. In additon the author covers various types of
stone, stone-cutting, etc. as well as using tradional mortar mixes, which have demonstrated their
utility in stone walls and buildings which have lasted for many centuries.The Art of the
Stonemason is profusely illustrated with the author's meticulous line drawings and
photographs.Ian Cramb began his apprenticeship at the age of 14 in Dunblane, Scotland.
Surrounded by large estates, farm buildings, a ruined 13th century bishop's palace, two large
fifteenth century castles, a Gothic cathedral, and numerous other stone buildings, Dunblane was
an apprentice stonemason's paradise. In 1957 Mr. Cramb took over as master stonemason on
the restoration of the monastic buildings around the abbey on Iona. He rebuilt the cloisters,
restored St. Michael's Chapel, and also restored St. Oran's Chapel in the Cemetary of Kings,
built in 1075. In 1959 Mr. Cramb moved to the US where he set stone and marble on the Capitol
building, and then he acted as stone and marble mason for the Raeburn Building and World
Bank Building in Washington, DC. He now lives in Bangor, Pennsylvania.

...what many believe to be the best how-to book about the craft available, The Art of the
Stonemason. --Stonexus Magazine
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TheCovMan, “Essentially a textbook/project book for traditional stonemasonry; excellent read.
This book is very well-written and provides clear and easy-to-read technical descriptions of
various types of common stone buildings and their construction process. The author is a
Scottish stone mason with decades of experience. There are many pictures and detailed
construction drawings to go along with the how-to style text. If you had the desire and materials
available you could build some of the projects described in this book, a small stone tower for
instance, with minimal experience just using the book as a guide. It reads like a textbook and a
basic understanding of the trade or at least of reading prints would be helpful. There are some
British terms used that don't translate to 'Merican but you'll figure it out through the context.I
would highly recommend it if you have any interest in masonry, stonework, architecture or
traditional building methods in general. I am a mason and find myself very thankful that people
like Ian Cramb are capable writers as well builders and have coherently passed on their
knowledge for the following generations.”

Gary A. Bursley, “Informative from a true artist. One of the 2 best books I have read on the
subject. I wish he had more photographs to supplement the drawings but still well worth the time
to read and the price of the book.”

MIKE C., “Very interesting book. Very interesting book. I love the author's enthusiasm for the
work itself, not to mention his passion for the small yet important details involved with doing
things right and building things to last a very long time. A few of his descriptions were sometimes
a bit of a challenge to follow all the way through (mostly because of my lack of knowledge in this
field), while many of his illustrations were very well done - some of them must have taken a
good while to draw! Cramb is an interesting man who is very committed to his profession, and I'd
like to meet him someday.”

Happyasaclam, “Crude, awful quality photos!. This book has been around for a long time without
photos being upgraded. Text is dated and pretty much not written for hobbies types as it's fairly
advanced and skilled work. Charles Mcraven's stonework books are a better buy for hobbyists or
interested rookies. He's folksy, charmingly grumpy and real good. Oh and Lew French out on
Martha's Vinyard is brilliant for rock folk artists (albeit very rich artists).”

Anthony Remmers, “A "must have" for a mason's library. This book is required reading if you
want to have a career in masonry!  It is thorough and very readable (informative, but not boring).”

Ebook Library Reader, “Resourceful Book. Bought this book as a reference for diorama
modelling. Also great information for a stone wall I'm thinking about building.”



brandon, “Great book. There are so many books out there that try to explain stone masonry. This
book has a lot of technical information for historic stone work.I started my employment in
residential and worked into the large commercial masonry and am now self-employed so I
understand a lot of the building principles in this book.I highly recommend this book to anybody
that is in the masonry field and is looking to expand their knowledge in stone masonry.Also
another book that I highly recommend so you really understand the principles of stone work is
from the Dry Stone Wall Conservancy Dry Stone Walling: A Practical Handbook.With these two
books you can't go wrong all the information is provided”

Ebook Library Reader, “A must have for beginners and time served masons alike. This book is a
fantastic introduction to masonry. Ideal for beginners to the craft through to more experienced
levels. I would even suggest this book to the Hobbyist / Enthusiast as its packed full of easy to
follow information and Beautifully drawn. Fantastic value also 5*s”

Good Frog, “great book!. Good book, arrived fast!Some technical drawings and info about
stonemasonry, great for the value!”

Sammy Elaasar, “All you need to know in a nut shell. If you want to get your head around the
stone masonary and its fundemental proccesses in a well illustrated, straight forward way, then
this is the book for you. Short, easy read and beautifully laid out. All I can say is that it is definetly
on for the book shelf near my drawing board.”

christian l ward, “Five Stars. Great book this for a newbie engineer...Great illustrations too...”

jimarycorpach@btinternet.com, “Five Stars. Well written, entertaining and very infomative”

The book by David Gibson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 385 people have provided feedback.
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